
Nishant Jain

calendly.com/jain-nishant/15min

nishant.jain.775@gmail.com github.com/nishantjain10 linkedin.com/in/nishantj2002 +91 91098-77160 (work)

devnishant.co twitter.com/devnishant10 peerlist.io/nishantjain instagram.com/_nishant_jain_23

Education

Medicaps University, Indore (India) 2020-2024 (Present)

Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech) in Computer Science & Engineering 
with Artificial Intelligence

Skills

Javascript, Typescript, HTML, CSS/SCSS, C++, Python

ReactJS, NextJS, VueJS, NodeJS

Git, NPM, Figma, Docker

GitHub Pages, Netlify, Vercel, Strapi, Alan AI, Appwrite

Community Management, Teaching/Mentoring &  
Organizing Sessions

 Languages
 Libraries/Frameworks
 Tools
 Platforms
 Other skills

Work Experience

at HEKORS
Engineering & Design Team, Community Manager Present

 Facilitating communication and collaboration within the community through open-source projects and 
hackathons.

 Promoting the values of open-source and encouraging participation from community members in these initiatives.

 Ensuring that community members feel supported and engaged in these activities. Fostering a positive and inclusive 
culture within the community.

 Building a space for learners to get knowledge of real-world engineering, design, and soft-skills through various 
sessions, hackathons and 1:1 meetups.

at Bullseye
Graphic Designer, Front-end Developer Dec 2021 - Jan 2022 

 Engaged directly with the clients and created content that met their requirements. I produced blogs, logos, and 
brochures for several domains and sites in addition to the carousel post.

 Collaboration with the company’s web development team improved my UI skills, and I also developed a number of 
dynamic websites for various clients.

VogueEco www.vogueeco.us

 Our team won the First overall prize in the Design-a-thon by MLH The project we won with is called "VogueEco
 VogueEco is a tree donation site focused on reducing the carbon emission produced by the fashion industry
 VogueEco is built by using Tailwind, Javascript, React, Appwrite, Docker, and DigitalOcean Droplet.  — Github

 VoiceForm can be used with a voice assistant to easily fill out forms
 The VoiceForm website is designed to be accessible to people with disabilities, such as those who are blind or have a 

language problem
 VoiceForm is created using React, CSS & Alan AI.  — Github

VoiceForm www.voiceform.us

Project & Work

Hackathon Volunteer @Kent Hack Enough

Designing Team @CMC (CodeChef Medicaps Chapter)

 The project we created is designed to help people remember upcoming events. The website allows users to save the 
time and date of all their events, including birthdays and anniversaries

 Here, my team and I managed all the graphics related things for various events, sessions, and workshops. We made banners, 
posters, memes, edited videos that helped our events to attract more people and increase community engagement.

Volunteer & Community Work
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